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Abstract
Objective: To delineate the pattern of tuberculous lymphadenitis (TBL) and the short-term outcome following routine
practice, in an endemic setting with an intermediate disease burden.
Setting: Respiratory Disease Treatment Unit (RDTU), Kandy, Sri Lanka.
Methodology: A retrospective study of TBL patients treated with ATT during the period from year 2008 January-2011
December was performed. Clinic records were reviewed and an interviewer administered questionnaire was used to
assess treatment outcome.
Results: A total of 152 patients with isolated peripheral lymph node TB were listed in the database. All of them had
undergone lymph node sampling. Microbiological investigations were performed only in 38 occasions. Hundred and
forty four patients were started treatment according to definitive evidence and all of them had good response. Eight
patients were started treatment on clinical evidence; out of them the diagnosis was changed later in four patients.CAT 2
regimen was given for only 13 patients during our study. After cessation of treatment, relapses were not detected to date.
Conclusion: We noted that the microbiological studies were heavily underutilized among patients with TBL referred
from other units to RDTU. However histology based diagnosis followed by standard ATT appeared safe and effective.
Even though a trial of ATT may be warranted occasionally on clinical grounds alone, these patients need close follow
up to exclude co-existing/alternative pathologies. Also we noted that the adverse drug reactions were very low and
response to first line ATT was high. There were no instances of drug resistance.

Keywords: Extra pulmonary tuberculosis; Lymph node; Antituberculous treatment (ATT)
Introduction
Tuberculosis (TB) remains a public health concern worldwide
particularly in third world countries where incidence is high. Sri
Lanka is a country with intermediate disease burden with 9328 cases
in 2010 (Quarterly returns of District Chest Clinics, 2010). Lymph
node tuberculosis is the most frequent extra pulmonary localization.
In the developing world, 43% of cases of peripheral lymphadenopathy
are due to TB [1]. In rural India the prevalence of TB lymphadenitis
(TBL) in children up to 14 years of age is approximately 4.4 cases per
thousand [2]. In United States about 20% of patients with TB have extra
pulmonary tuberculosis (EPTB) and TBL accounts for about 30-40% of
EPTB [3-5]. Due to demographic transitions and the high prevalence of
HIV, TB remains a major burden in both the developed and developing
world to date.
Detailed information regarding TBL is scarce in the WHO
database. Published information is focused mainly on demography.
Data regarding the performance of diagnostic methods, therapeutic
strategies and outcome are limited in scope.
The behavior and treatment response of patients with TBL is
known to differ. A controlled clinical trial by the British Thoracic
Society revealed the “paradoxical behavior” of lymph node TB, with
some patients developing new lymphadenopathy and sinus formation
despite treatment in the absence of culture confirmed relapse [6]. The
study also revealed no difference in outcome between 6 and 9 months
of treatment. Although these events are documented in clinical trials,
[6-9] they are yet perceived by some clinicians as treatment failure or
relapses.
Studies regarding these aspects have not been conducted in Sri
J Tuberc Ther, an open access journal

Lanka, despite TBL being a major health problem. Therefore, we
evaluated the demographic characteristics, diagnostic approaches,
therapeutic strategies and outcome of treatment in patients with
confirmed TBL undergoing standard Category 1 treatment in an
endemic setting.

Objective
To delineate the pattern of tuberculous lymphadenitis (TBL) and
the short-term outcome following routine practice, in an endemic
settingwith an intermediate disease burden.

Methodology
We performed a retrospective analysis of TBL patients diagnosed
during 2008-2011 at the Respiratory Disease Treatment Unit (RDTU),
Teaching Hospital Kandy, Sri Lanka.
All tuberculosis (TB) patients diagnosed in Kandy District, Central
Sri Lanka are required to be registered at RDTU and were incorporated
in this study. We recruited all patients diagnosed with TBL during
2008-2011 from the TB registry. Case definition criteria, based
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All interventions were carried out as part of the routine clinical
management. Strict confidentiality was maintained regarding patient
records.
Clinic records of all recruits were reviewed with regard to
symptomatology, biochemistry, microbiology, histology and radiology
at the time of diagnosis. All patients were interviewed using an
interviewer administered questionnaire. The treatment outcome
was assessed clinically and biochemically. Descriptive statistics
(percentages) were used in data analysis. Statistical analysis was carried
out using Microsoft EXCEL 2007 software.

Results
There was a total of 3410 (average 852 per annum) TB patients
registered at RDTU Kandy during the study period. Out of 933 (27.4%)
patients with EPTB, 152 (16.29%) with isolated TBL were recruited for
this study. Additionally, eight patients, excluded from the study were
noted to have TBL with co-existent involvement of extra-lymphatic
sites (Figure 1).
There were 86 females (56.57%) and 76 males. The mean age of the
study sample was 35.97 years with a range of six months to 80 years
(Figure 2).
Of patients with peripheral TBL alone, majority (78.94%) had
isolated cervical lymphadenopathy, while multiple lymphatic sites were
involved in 3.94% (Figure 3). There were 2 patients with mesenteric
lymphadenitis and 1 patient with hilar lymph adenopathy, but they had
involvement of other extra lymphatic sites as well. Out of patients with
single nodal site involvement, 55% had single lymph node enlargement
while only 45% had multiple LN enlargement.
All 152 patients presented with swelling over the lymphatic site
and constitutional symptoms were noted in 40.78%. A positive contact
history of tuberculosis was identified in ten patients (smear positive
pulmonary TB in 8, smear negative pulmonary TB in 1, EPTB in 1).
BCG scar was positive in 90.16% of patients.

1
43

Peripheral TBL

TBL and pleural
effusion

TBL and abdominal TB
TBL and CNS TB

152
Figure 1: TBL with co-existent involvement of extra-lymphatic sites.
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30
No of patients

on National guidelines for extra-pulmonary tuberculosis (EPTB),
were (i) presence of microbiological (smear, culture, TB-PCR) and/
or (ii) histological evidence of TBL on lymph node sampling or (iii)
strong clinical evidence consistent with TBL. Patients presenting with
pulmonary tuberculosis and concurrent lymph node (LN) enlargement
were excluded from the series.
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Figure 2: Age and sex distribution of the study sample.
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Figure 3: Involvement of nodal groups in peripheral TBL.

Hypertension was the commonest co-morbidity identified in the
group 10 (6.57%), while bronchial asthma 8 (5.26%), diabetes mellitus 4
(2.63%) and chronic renal failure 1 (0.65%) were also noted (Figure 4).
Exposure to tobacco smoking (active, passive or ex-smoker) was
seen in 24 (15.78%) patients (Figure 5).
Seventy three percent of the total (111) was referred from surgical
units after biopsy was performed. All 152 had undergone LN sampling;
FNAC was performed in 16 patients while 150 patients
underwent excision lymph node biopsy.
Only those patients who initially presented to the RDTU had
microbiological tests performed. Four patients were positive for acid
fast bacilli (AFB) staining out of 11 performed. Lymph node biopsy for
culture was performed only in 26 patients. Culture confirmation for
Mycobacterium tuberculosis (MTB) was achieved in five patients, while
one was positive for Mycobacteria other than tuberculosis (MOTT).
Five of them were sensitive to first line ATT (including MOTT) and one
patient’s report showed resistance to first line drugs. LN for polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) for MTB was performed only in one patient and
it was positive (Figure 6).
Out of the 152 patients 144 had positive histological evidence of
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Figure 6: Performance of microbiological investigations in TBL (n=152).

TBL (Figure 7). Hundred and eight patients had caseation with or
without other positive histological evidence. Twenty six patients had
granulomas without caseation and 10 had other histological evidence
J Tuberc Ther, an open access journal

R-Rifampicin,

Response of TBL was assessed according to improvement of
symptoms, weight gain, reducing ESR and LN size improvement
(Figure 10).

MOTT

15
10

The average pre-treatment ESR was 45.29 mm/h.

Of the patients with a definitive histological/ microbiological
diagnosis of TBL (n=144), ninety five responded to standard 6
months course of CAT1 regimen. Forty nine did not show complete
response and required further intervention. This included five patients
responding to surgical excision after end of CAT1 regimen, thirteen
patients converted to CAT2 (8 failures, 4 relapse, 1 default), eighteen
patients responding to 7-9 month extended continuation regimen,
one patient requiring 18 month regimen for atypical mycobacteria
(clarithromycin, ethambutol, rifampicin) and one patient responded

Figure 5: Exposure to tobacco smoking.

20

Mantoux test was performed in 70 (46%) patients and was strongly
positive (more than 15 mm) in 51 (72.85%), moderately positive (10-14
mm) in 4 (2.63%) and negative (Less than 9 mm) in 15 (9.86%) (Figure 9).

All patients were commenced treatment initially with standard
Category 1 (CAT1) treatment with 4HRZE + 2 HR fixed dose drug
combinations (FDC).

Passive smoker

25

Eight patients did not show positive microbiological or histological
evidence, but had supportive features of tuberculosis such as symptoms,
raised ESR and strongly positive Mantoux. They were empirically
treated with ATT according to the national TB guide lines (Figure 8).

In the patients with inconclusive or borderline evidence, blood
picture, CRP, HIV, VDRL, Toxoplasma serology and radiological tests
(USS, CT, X-ray) were performed. However one of the patients were
positive for HIV, VDRL or Toxoplasma.

Figure 4: Co-morbidities identified in the group.

8 7

suggestive of TBL such as isolated Langhan giant cells, multinucleated
giant cells, histiocytes and epitheliod cells. All patients with
microbiological evidence were found to have histological confirmation
as well.

Other

108

Figure 7: Histological features (n=144).
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time of discontinuation of treatment LN size was reduced and clinically,
radiologically and biochemically those patients had improved. Further
follow up revealed that they had not relapsed.

8

Definitive
evidence

Clinical
evidence

144

In the group without definitive diagnosis of TBL (n=8), four patients
underwent change in the treatment since the diagnosis changed later (1
adenocarcinoma, 1 squamous carcinoma, 1 non-Hodgkin lymphoma
(NHL), 1Hodgkin lymphoma (HL)). One patient had both TBL and coexisting NHL. One patient with cervical lymphadenopathy died at the
end of second month, and the cause was unknown. Two patients who
were treated based on clinical evidence improved with CAT1 treatment.
Age and sex adjusted ESR was high in 63% of the patients before
treatment and after completion of treatment it remained elevated in
11% (Figure 11).

Figure 8: No of patients with definitive evidence and clinical evidence.

Body weight was assessed before and after treatment was completed.
It was increased in 72.36% of patients after treatment was completed,
reduced in 11.84% and stable in 15.78% (Figure 12).
After completion of treatment, persistent ESR elevation and loss of
weight represented those patients who had not responded to treatment
and or co-existing other medical problems.
During the course of ATT sinus development seen in 10 patients,
new LN development seen in 1 patient and LN enlargement seen in 4
patients (Figure 13).
Of the 144 patients who had started ATT according to definitive
evidence, 22 had undergone repeat biopsy due to delayed resolution.
All of them had evidence of TBL. Five had both evidence of TBL
and co-existing disease (e.g. reactive follicular hyperplasia, parasitic
granuloma, fungal infection, foreign body granuloma, non Hodgkins
lymphoma).

Figure 9: Mantoux test result (n=70).

TBL (n=152)

Definitive diagnosis
(n=144) ↓
CAT 1

Responded (n=95)

Not responded (n=49)

Clinical diagnosis
(n=8) ↓
CAT 1

Responded (n=2)

Died (n=1)

Not responded (n=6)

Coexisting
disease (NHL) (n=1)

Figure 10: Flow chart: response to treatment.

to both Anti TB Treatment (ATT) and antifungals (repeat biopsy
positive for fungal species). Eleven patients had residual LN (<1 cm
in diameter) at the end of 6-9 month CAT 1/extended regimen. At the
J Tuberc Ther, an open access journal

Out of 152 patients, 136 patients had no adverse drug reactions
(ADR) to first line ATT drugs. Only 16 patients developed ADR. Eight
patients developed pyrazinamide induced hepatitis and of them 1
patient failed desensitization and had to start an alternative regimen
(replaced with levofloxacin). One patient developed hepatitis to both
rifampicin and pyrazinamide and had to convert to an alternative
regimen (2SHE+10HE). Streptomycin induced vestibular dysfunction
developed in one patient and was replaced with levofloxacin. Four
patients developed mild pruritus to ATT which responded to
antihistamines and two patients developed nausea to ATT which
responded to antiemetics (Figure 14).

Discussion
Tuberculosis continues to be a major public health problem
throughout the world, particularly in developing countries. Nearly
one-third of the global population (i.e., two billion people) is infected
with Mycobacterium tuberculosis and is at risk of developing the disease.
More than nine million people develop active tuberculosis every year
and about two million die of the disease. It is the leading cause of death
among adults due to a single infectious agent. The highest burden of the
disease is in the most economically productive age group of our society
(15-54 years). The rapid increase in the incidence of tuberculosis in the
developing countries and its resurgence in the developed countries led
the World Health Organization (WHO) to declare tuberculosis a global
emergency in 199 [10].
Tuberculous lymphadenitis is among the most frequent presentations
of EPTB. TB is responsible for 43% of peripheral lymphadenopathy in
the developing world. In the United States, about 20% of patients with
TB have extra pulmonary disease and lymphadenitis is a presenting
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Figure 13: LN complications (n=152).

Figure 11: Age and sex adjusted ESR- before and after treatment.
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Figure 14: Adverse drug reactions to ATT.
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Diagnosis of TB lymphadenitis is established by histopathological
examination along with AFB smear and culture of lymph node material.

stable

reduced

Molecular diagnostic techniques such as PCR have increased the
sensitivity of FNA for TB diagnosis [13]. Culture permits susceptibility
testing and therefore provides important therapeutic information even
in the setting of positive PCR results. For circumstances in which
the culture is negative or there is discrepancy between the clinical
impression and excisional biopsy, PCR should be pursued if possible.

0.00%
increased

diagnoses depend on the clinical setting including the patient’s age,
ethnic background, immune status and presenting clinical features.

Figure 12: Body weight-after treatment.

symptom in about 30 to 40% of cases [1,3-5].
The human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) epidemic has been
associated with an increase in the total incidence of TB and an increased
proportion of miliary, disseminated and extra pulmonary TB cases
including lymphadenitis [11].
The differential diagnosis of isolated peripheral lymphadenopathy
is extensive and includes malignancy (e.g. Hodgkin lymphoma and
non-Hodgkin lymphoma and other infections (e.g. Non-tuberculous
mycobacteria (M. scrofulaceum, M. aviumcomplex, M. kansaii), cat
scratch disease, fungal infection, sarcoidosis and bacterial adenitis).
Kikuchi’s disease can cause a necrotizing lymphadenitis and mimic
tuberculosis cervical lymphadenopathy [12]. The most likely alternative

J Tuberc Ther, an open access journal

In our study we had 27.4% of EPTB cases and the incidence was
compatible with international data. But TBL was found only in 16.29%.
This may be due to low case detection. Also it may be useful to do
further studies to find out the cause for low incidence of TBL in Central
Sri Lanka.
In the United States, the rate of TB lymphadenitis is higher among
females [1,4,14]. In our study too there were 56.57% of female patients
with TBL.
In developed countries in contemporary series the median age has
been approximately 40 years (range 1-88years) [15-17]. In our study the
mean age was 35.97 years and the age range was 0.5-80 years which gave
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similar results to developed countries.
Cervical lymphadenopathy is the most common manifestation of
TB lymphadenitis. In contemporary series it represents 63 to 77% of
cases. In our study too isolated cervical lymphadenopathy were noted
in 78.94% [15,17].
Other sites of TBL include the axillary, inguinal, mesenteric,
mediastinal and intrammary lymphnodes. We identified involvement
of axillary, submandibular, supraclavicular, inguinal, mesenteric and
hilar lymphadenopathy [18-20].
The most common presentation is isolated chronic non-tender
lymphadenopathy in a young adult without systemic symptoms [13,21].
All the patients with isolated lymphadenopathy in our study presented
with swelling over the lymph node site, and constitutional symptoms
were noted only in 40.78%.
Co-existing other medical problems and exposure to tobacco
smoking were very low in prevalence and it represents that the isolated
TBL occurs commonly in apparently healthy patients.
According to the data obtained the patients had a very low incidence
of contact history. This leads to the conclusion that the infection would
have most likely being acquired from the community. There was one
patient with a positive contact history of EPTB which is unlikely to be
the source for the infection for the particular patient.
Although most patients had disease at only one site, multiple nodes
may involve at that site [14,21]. In our study multiple lymphatic sites
were involved in 3.94% and multiple LN involvement detected in 45%.
BCG scar was positive in 90.16% which indicates that there is no
relationship between occurrence of TBL and presence of BCG scar.
73% of the patients were referred from surgical team with the
histology report after LN biopsy was performed, which indicates that in
our setting most patients with LN enlargement were initially presented
to surgical unit. In our study most patients (94.73%) had undergone
LN biopsy and histology while microbiological (culture, smear, PCR)
investigations were highly underutilized. In histology reports there
were 75% of patients with caseation which indicates that in our setting
most of the patients with caseation in the histology report should
suspect tuberculosis as a first differential diagnosis.
Where there is no definitive evidence for TBL it is important to
do Mantoux and monitor ESR and body weight. The Mantoux was
very high in 72.85% with TBL. But with negative Mantoux test cannot
exclude TBL since some patients with negative tests had TBL. ESR
became normal in most of the patients (89%) who were responded
to ATT. Body weight increased or remain stable in more than 88% of
patients who responded to ATT.
Under clinical trial conditions, the behavior of LN tuberculosis was
variable [1-3,22,23]. We felt that it would be interesting to see whether
outcomes in routine practice mirrored those reported in clinical trials
in Central Sri Lanka over last four years.
In our study 0.65% developed new lymph nodes during treatment,
which is lower than the BTS trial findings (16%) [6]. Our sinus
development rate (6.57%) was also low than the BTS trial findings
(9%) [6] and sinuses healed with usual ATT chemotherapy without
complications. Enlargement of lymphnodes during treatment were
detected only in 2.63% of patients and there were not enough evidence
to conclude that it was due to paradoxical reaction.
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In our study 94.73% of patients had definitive evidence of TBL,
all were confirmed with histology. All of them had responded to ATT
management that had been carried out. None of them had relapses
during our short course of follow up which indicates that for the
diagnosis of TBL histological evidence is accepted. 65.97% of the
patients responded to standard 6 months CAT1 regimen, which reflects
that most with TBL were sensitive to CAT1, while few were responded
to CAT2, extended continuation, surgical excision, and alternative
regimen.
In our study 7.23% of the patients had some residual
lymphadenopathy at the end of the treatment comparing favorably with
the 23-41% rate reported in the trial setting [6].
Our study and the BTS trial differed in the follow up of patients,
both in time and method. On discharge all the patients in our study
were advised to return to the service if new lymph nodes developed,
whereas in BTS trial all patients were routinely followed up.
11.84% of patients had to treat with extended continuation of
treatment. In BTS trial setting [7] concluded that 6 months treatment
showed similar efficacy to 9 month of treatment.
3.28% of patients had to undergo surgical excision which may be
due to resistance to ATT chemotherapy. (scrofula-non tuberculous
mycobacteria). Only one patient was treated with atypical mycobacteria
regimen, which indicates the incidence was very low but should be kept
in mind for non-responding TBL. Also co-existing other pathological
diseases should be considered for non- responding TBL, since there
were one patient with co-existing fungal infection and one with coexisting NHL.
5.26% of patients were started ATT according to clinical evidence.
Out of them 37.5% responded to CAT1. During the course of treatment
4 patients had to change the diagnosis since biopsy came as a different
pathological diagnosis. Therefore those patients who had started ATT
with clinical grounds should monitor closely.
All the patients were treated with first line ATT except one who
had to treat with atypical regimen (clarithromycin, rifampicin and
ethambutol for 18 months). It indicates that the sensitivity to first line
drugs were high. None of the patients had multidrug resistance (MDR).
Although culture reports later came as 1 MOTT, and one patient
was resistant to all first line drugs both of them responded to CAT1,
indicating that those reports may be wrong. It concludes that clinical
evidences are equally important as definitive evidence.
There were only 10.52% of patients who developed ADR to
ATT. Out of them only 18.75% had given alternative regimen, which
concludes that the ADR to ATT were very low incidence.

Conclusion
We noted that the microbiological studies were heavily underutilized
among patients with TBL referred from other units to RDTU. However
histology based diagnosis followed by standard ATT appeared safe and
effective. Even though a trial of ATT may be warranted occasional on
clinical grounds alone, these patients need close follow up to exclude
co-existing/alternative pathologies. Also we noted that the adverse drug
reactions were very low and response to first line ATT was high. There
were no instances of drug resistance.
We suggest;
1. All suspected TBL patients should undergo excision biopsy and
histology, which is available at base hospital levels.
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2. All samples should also be sent for Mycobacterial microbiology
and culture, as facilities are available at government sector.
3. Empirical ATT may need to be given occasionally without
histological or microbiological evidence; however those patients
should be closely observed at a specialist clinic.
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